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Private depositors  
continue to avoid  
negative interest rates 

Private depositors continue to avoid negative inter-

est rates on deposits in Danish commercial banks. In 

comparison, 53 per cent of bank deposits placed by 

non-financial corporations and 94 per cent of depos-

its from insurance and pension funds accrue nega-

tive interests. These distributions are some of the 

results from a semi-annual survey conducted by 

Danmarks Nationalbank, which as of September 

covered 94 per cent of all deposits in Danish banks, 

excluding pooling schemes. The survey also shows 

that more than half of the deposits by private depos-

itors are assigned positive interest rates, while this is 

only the case for 10 per cent of the deposits by non-

financial corporations.  

The level of deposit interest rates is closely related 

to the persistent negative interest rates on certifi-

cates of deposits which contribute to low or nega-

tive rates for financial and non-financial corpora-

tions, while private depositors, as mentioned, avoid 

negative interest rates. The differences in the sector-

specific deposit rates partly reflect the selected 

types of deposits. Corporations generally attribute 

significant importance to liquidity and therefore pre-

fer deposits with none or very short agreed maturi-

ty. In contrast, historically, private depositors have 

to a greater extent chosen deposits with longer ma-

turity and consequently higher interest rates.        

The average interest rate earned by private deposi-

tors was 0.39 per cent in October, which includes 

interest on credit-related deposits and deposits with 

agreed maturity. However, when disregarding de-

posits with a fixed maturity and credit-related de-

posits, the remaining transferable deposits earn an 

average interest rate of 0.09 per cent. This corre-

sponds to a decrease of 0.02 percentage points 

compared to October last year. 

CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

 

 Deposits in Danish banks by sector 

and average rate, September 2017  
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Anm.: Deposits are in Danish banks in all currencies. The average 

deposit rates, excluding pooling schemes, are displayed 

above each sector's respective distribution.  
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http://www.nationalbanken.dk/en/statistics/find_statistics/Pages/2017/Private-depositors-continue-to-avoid-negative-interest-rates.aspx

